**JOHN 10:1-10**

Greek “perissos” means “abundant”
from NETBible: “exceeding some number or measure or rank or need; over and above, more than is necessary, superadded; exceeding abundantly, supremely; something further, more, much more than all, more plainly superior, extraordinary, surpassing, uncommon; pre-eminence, superiority, advantage, more eminent, more remarkable, more excellent”

*The Jesus Storybook Bible* by Sally Lloyd-Jones

**EPHESIANS 6:10, 11**

“The devil sets you up to upset you!” - Joyce Meyer

**1 PETER 5:8-9A** “Be self-controlled and alert. Your enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion looking for someone to devour. Resist him, standing firm in the faith …”

devil is a compound word in GREEK; *dia-balos*
“dia” means through; as to pierce something from one side all the way through to the other
“balos” means to throw, as one throws a ball, rock or some other object

“Diabolos means to repetitiously throw something striking it again and again and again until the object being struck has finally been completely penetrated.” – Rick Renner, author of *Dressed to Kill*
Biblical names given to the devil:
- Devil = accuser
- Satan = adversary; one who opposes
- Lucifer
- The Adversary
- The Evil One
- A Thief
- The Father of Lies
- The Deceiver
- The Tempter
- Serpent
- Prince of Darkness (Ephesians 2:1-2)

Christ has “disarmed the powers and authorities, he made a public spectacle of them, triumphing over them by the cross.” (Colossians 2:15)

God knows that it is our nature is to easily give in to our

- feelings
- fears
- fleshly desires

**James 4:1-8**

The enemy always appeals to our reasoning because he knows he can deceive us through false reasoning and wrong conclusions.

**For Further Study:**
- Genesis 2:21 – Genesis 3:8
- Proverbs 15:18 and 20:3
- John 10:1-10
- John 14:1 and 27 (read in Amplified Bible if possible)
- 2 Corinthians 2:10, 11
- 2 Corinthians 11:2, 3
- Ephesians 2:1-2
- Ephesians 6:1-18